For the deaf-blind person, in order to develop communication support device which could handwrite a letter on a palm, we have been studying apparent movement phenomenon by cold stimulus on a palm. From our previous experimental results, it was hypothesized that the reason why the apparent movement was not induced at certain region of palm was difference in perceptive characteristics for cold sensation. Therefore, we proposed new stimulation presentation method to induce apparent movement based on perceptive characteristics for cold sensation. In the first experiment, perceptive characteristics for cold sensation on the palm were investigated. Response time to perceive coldness was used as one perceptive characteristics and that time was measured on 72 regions of palm by using peltier element and thermocouple. As a result, it was found that response time varied with palm region and subject. In the second experiment, an occurrence ratio of apparent movement by using stimulation presenting method based on the response time was compared with that by previous method in which response time was not considered. The difference between stimulation presenting method based on the response time and method without consideration for the response time was that response time was added to stimulus duration in the former method. From the results, it was found the occurrence ratio of apparent movement increased when two cold stimuli were presented by using stimulation presenting method based on the response time at two regions where both of response times were above average.
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